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As soon as Basic’s vacuum head lands on the bag, it is au-
tomatically stuck and ready to lift, quick and easy! Thanks 
to endless rotation of the vacuum head the bag is easily 
placed however one wants. By a distinct push with the 
thumb on the release button the gripper releases the bag 
in the air. Release in the air function is a purchased option.

Maximized Freedom
A complementing hook is always enclosed, easily flipped 
down if needed. Basic can therefore lift 100% of the bags 
- soft as well as hard!

Quick Learning - Quick Lifting
The control is very instinctive and easy. The han-
dle is specially designed to suit both left and 
right handed users, no matter their sizes 
of hands. No modifications are needed 
to switch from the right hand to the left 
hand. 

Safety First
Basic is a safe lifting tool. It never allows 
lifting if the vacuum level is below 40% 
and will not release the bag until the user 
pushes the release button.

Big Savings in Energy Costs
Basic is pneumatically driven and only requires 
a few per cent of the energy that traditional vacuum lifters 
need. This gives a positive effect on economy and envi-
ronment, and also makes the lifter silent.

100% LIFT RATE - IT’S BASIC!

Max load: 50 kg

Lift height: 1,5 m (std)

Rotation of vacuum head: 
Endless

Handle: One hand control

Noise level - soft bags: 55 dB 

Noise level - hard bags: 0 dB

GENERAL DATA

Basic lifts hard bags...

...as well as soft bags.

Media: Compressed air 
(6-7 bar)

Energy consumption:
Contact us for an energy sav-
ings calculation based on your 
conditions, free of charge!

ENERGY DATA
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Baggage and Sack 
frame
Length: 250 mm.

Width: 135 mm.

Max load: 50 kg 

Single
Cup diameter: 150 mm.

Max load: 24 kg

I-frame
Cup diameter: 110 mm.

Distance between cups: 

50 mm.

Max load: 24 kg

H-frame 
Cup diameter: 75 mm.

Distance between cups: 

65 mm.

Max load: 24 kg

APPLICATIONS

Basic is multifaceted and can lift just about anything 
thanks to the hook that always included. The quick con-
nection allows the user to adjust his Basic in just a few 
seconds to suit different objects sizes and materials, such 
as sacks or carton boxes. We’ll help you to find the appli-
cation that suits you best!

The baggage frame can also be 
used for sacks.

For other types of cargo, such as 
carton boxes.

Loading baggage from chutes to carts.



Passadvägen 10 
SE-177 70 Järfälla 
Sweden

Tel: +46 8-594 76 988 
Fax: +46 8-626 90 15 
E-mail: lifting@liftsall.se 
Website: www.airporthandlingsolutions.com

WHAT DO YOU 
WANT TO LIFT?
 We provide complete solutions:

- Allround lift - Basic

- Compressed Air cylinder - Bal-Trol

- CLS/CUS - for loading and unloading baggage

- Overhead Rail System

- FlexiCrane

- Compressor

- Installation

- Introduction & Training

131001


